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You are hereby informed that: (i) we will treat your data while Vera 
Cortês Agência de Arte, Lda. VAT no. PT506729753 and with head office 
at Rua João Saraiva, 16, 1st 1700-250 Lisbon, Portugal (ii) the data will 
cease to be processed if you unsubscribe in the emails you receive from the 
newsletters or by sending an email to goodnews@veracortes.com; (iii) there 
are subcontractors acting on our behalf; (iv) you may exercise the right of 
access and rectification, as well as the deletion of your personal data by letter 
sent to the following address: Rua João Saraiva, 16, 1st 1700-250 Lisbon, 
Portugal or via email to goodnews@veracortes.com; (v) a complaint may 
be lodged with the supervisory authority, in this case, the National Data 
Protection Commission. GALERIA VERA CORTÊS is the entity responsible 
for collecting and processing your personal data. 

Our commitment: GALERIA VERA CORTÊS has a firm commitment to 
privacy and the rights of the owners of personal data, acting in accordance 
with the provisions of the General Regulation on Data Protection (‘GRDP’) 
and other applicable legislation. 

What data does GALERIA VERA CORTÊS address and how is it 
collected?: GALERIA VERA CORTÊS can handle the following categories of 
personal data: identification data (name, email). GALERIA VERA CORTÊS 
collects personal data through various means and at various times (e.g., when 
you send us an email or respond to an invitation, when you give your business 
card, when subscribing to our newsletter). GALERIA VERA CORTÊS may 
treat personal data for the following purposes: communications, clients 
requests and sending of information (e.g., newsletters; invitations; information 
about artists, exhibitions, art fairs and other events).  

Sharing Data with Third Parties: GALERIA VERA CORTÊS will never 
share your personal data to third parties. 

How can you change your consent or delete your data?: If you wish, you 
can, at any time, request the change or removal of your personal data, through 
the email goodnews@veracortes.com. For newsletter subscription purposes, 
users will be able to remove their e-mail by clicking “Unsubscribe”.
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